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Pressure dismibutions
illustrating
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reattaclrmcnt behind a forward mounted flap

E.G. Naskell,

A series
forward m
by Clark~~?$46,

of

M.A.

ressure distributions
wer a NACA.OVl5 ving with a
chord split flap are presented.
The resulr;s, obtained
have not previously
been published.

TWO basic types of pressure distribution
are identified;
and
these are associatedmith
fully
detwhed flow behind the flap, and
with reattadment
of the flow to the wing surface.
An intermediate
it is suggested, to reattadment
in the neighbowtype - comesponding,
hood of the ;"ing trailing
edge - is also identified.
The physical nature of the flm7
bebincl a flap is considered,
some ideas on the mechanism of reattaclmcnt
are mggested.
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Introduction

Force
measurements on wings with foraardmwnted
split flaps have
shorm marked non-lioearities
in the trim changes resulting
from
This has been attributed
to a reattachment
increasing flap deflection.
of the flo:-r over the flaps to the wing surface, at the smaller flap
angles, and Holford and Leathers1 found some confirmation
of this from
W?; observations.

This note presents a number of pressure distrilxztions
over wingflap combinations whioh illustrate
ix'0 basic types of f'l~,
and appear
The results viere obkined
to confirm that flov reattachnent
can occur.
by Clarke2 in the High Speed Tunnel in 194.6, in the course of an
investigation
of the effects of Mach Nmber on the action of div+rOcoVerY
flaps.
The lx? speed results have not previously
been published.
Pressure distributions,
for a Mach Rumber of 0.3, at mid-span of
a part-span flap mounted on a NACA.0015 rnng spanning the tunnel, have
been extracted from Clarke's results,
The tests were made at 'WC angles
of incidence,
tw flap angles, and three chordwise positions
of the flap.
Tvo basic types of pressure distribution
are identified
- one
resulting
in a marked lift
increment, and the other in a emall lift
increment.
These tvo basic types are subsequently associated with
detached and reattached flows, respectively.
The physical nature of the florr is considered, at length, in
Section 5, -&ere It is suggested that turbulent mixing
?dtdnd
a flap
must always result in closure
of the badary
streamlines,
either
on
the vine; surfaoe, or somednere downstream of the wing trailing
edge.
It is argued that continuity
of mass flovr can only be attained in this
"Jay.
2

Experimental

The essential
as follovs:-

details
details

of the model have been extracted

The Wing was of 15 inch chord NACA..OO15section,
spanning tie working section.
The flap had a chord of $ inch ($
the middle 3 feet of the span.

wing chord),

from Ref.?,

mounted vertically,
and extended over

Pressures were measured, at a section midway along the flap, at
ten holes on each side of the ving.
Pressures were alsomeasured at
three points on the front surface, and one on the back, of the flap.
3

Resitt.s

presented

The pressure distributions
presented are those obtai ed by Clarke
at a Mach Number of 0.3, and a Reynolds Number of 1.4 x 102 .
The tests covered ?xo angles of incidenoe,
of a = 0' and 4' ;
tifo flap angles,
cp = 200 and 400 ; and three chordwise positions
of
%
the flap,
c = 0.2 , 0.3 and 0.4 .

plotted

The pressure distributions
in Figs.1
- II.

for
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the cases set out in Table I are

TABLE1
Incidence
a

Flap Angle
$

Flap Position
xdc

O0
0.2

20°

0.4

O0

0.2

4o"

0.3
0.4

O0
0.2

2o”

*

4”

4o"
j

i&j
/

The pressure distributions * have been integrated to determine
lift coefficients,
CL , and.pitching moment coefficients
about the
These values are given on the appruprjatc
quarter chord point, C&
figures,

c/4 '

and are also plotted against incidence in Fig.12.

The pitching dnomentcocfficicnts were also determined about an
axis through the flap hinge. These are plotzcd as pitchingmcment
=F
Lift
increments, A
against flap position,
-E- , inF3.g.lj.
c,a, '
increments, A% , due to the flap are also plotted against flap position
in Fig.13.
4

Discussion

Tke pressure distributkns,
main groups:-

plotted in Figs.1 - 11, fall

into two

(1) those in which the pressure remains sensibly oonsta.nt on the
under surface of the w%ngbehind the flap (see Figs.3, 4, 6, 11) and
(II) those in which thorc is a m~skcd pressure recovery behind the
flap (see Figs.2, 5, 8, IO).
XF
One pressure distributim
- that for the 40' flap, at c = 0.2 and
a = 40, shovti in Fig.9 - appears to be of an intermediate type. It sho%a
a considerable pressure recovery, but a less pronounced one than the
membersof group II.
*
The pressures on tne flaps tkmselves have not been included in the
pressure diagrams, but are incLud.ed in the intemr;ed lift and pitching
momentcoefficients.
-L-

4.1

Group I

The pressure distributions
exhibited by the membersof this group
are of the ty?e usually associated with fiaps near the trailing edge.
A large increase of pressure on the under surface is caused ahead of
the flap.
This is followed by a considerable drop in pressure over
the flap, the pressure subsequently remaining sensibly constant. In
order to adjust itself to the much reduced trailing edgc pressure that
results, the prcssurc falls over the entire upper surface.
4.2

Group II

The members of this group exhibit a quite different type of
possum distribution.
Ahead of the flap it remains of the Sameform
as for group I, but the level of pressure
is reduced. Behind the flap,
however, there is only a small range of rclativcly
constant pressure,
and this is folloVed by a rapid, and considerable, pressure recovery.
Th rapid recovery is tbcn followed by a more gradual EcOVCW
of
pr~ss~rc to the trailing cdgc, this final recovery being of the SJIX
Or&r
of magnitude as that obtained on the wing Without a flap.
In all oases the pressure recovered at the trailing edge is
that obtained on the plain v&sing. Hence, the upper SICfaCe
distribution
requires little
adjustment, and is generally Very close
to that on the plain ring.
dOSely

4.3

The intermediate

type

The pressure distritition
shove in Fig.9 appears to be of an
intermediate type. It exhibits a larger range of constant pressure
behind the flap, and the subsequent pressure recovery - thcugh marked is loss rapid than those occurring in the group II floVs. Tht?rate of
pressure recovery also continues essentially unchazged Up to the r&g
tra2Xnp; edge - and the trailing edgo presslies bctWon those
occurring in the group I and ~OLQ
II flows at the sameincidence.
Thzs there is some fall of upper surface pressure ocmparedwith the
plain wing.
4.4

The effect

on lift

and pitching mcment

The lift
coeffioaents and pitching moment coefficierts
for the
different configurations are plotted against incidence in Fig.12. The
pitching moment, in that figure, is referred to an axis through the
quarter chord point.
It is clear that the two main types of pressure diStrihtlOn
The group II flows produce
result in widely different
values
of
s .
lift coefficients very close to the corresponding plain Wing values,
ilhcreas the gcous I flows showmarked increases of lift.
The lift
slope sh~~E3little
change, provided that tbc flm! remains of the ssme
bs3.0 type. There is a marked loss of lift slope for the 40" flap at
0.2 chord from the leading edge - corresponding
to a change of flow
from group I at scro inmdcncc to intermediate at 4”.
The effect 00 the pitching moment LS less marked. Here again,
however, it appears that the slope of the curves is got much affected
provided that the flow ty-pc does not change. The 40 flap at 0.2 chord
appears to produce a noticeable increase of slope comparedwith the
otilor ca.sos.
The ccmpm~sons are based on man slopes over the rage O" to 4'
inci&ence - since they depend on only t% points for each curve.
-5-

The effects of the two different types of flat axe, perhaps, more
clearly seen in Fig.13, where lift increment, A% , and pi+ohing moment
increment,
are plotted against flap position.
The pitching
"%,
'
moment is here referrcd to an axis through the flap hinge line, so that
differcnccs in the lift distribution
in the ncighbowbood of the flaps
ni@t show up more clearly.
The small lift increment of the group II flows, comparedmth the
large increment of the group I flocrs, is very clear.
The pitching moment increment shows the same trend in all cases,
viz. an increase With backward movement of the flap.
This is due to
the fast that there is a build-up of lift ahead of the flap, in all
CWCS, folloved by a loss of lift behind the flap - or, at least, by a
much reduced increase.
As the flap moves back along the wing, the W&.-up of lift ahead
of the flap takes place over a greater length of chord, resulting in an
i-w-ease of momentabout the flap hinge line.
The pressure distributions
shori this to be more marked in the group I flows, hence the greater rate
of increase sharm for the 40° flap at Oo incidence in Fig.13.
The actual level of the pitching moment increments appears to
depend more on the flap angle than on the type of flow, the 40° flaps
shorsing noticeably higher increments than are caused by the 20' flaps.
It Vould seem, therefore, that the distribution
of lift on either side
of the flap 1s les-y affected by the type of flow than is the overall
lift.
There is some effect, hoVever, asFcated
by the facv that
the pitching momentincrement for the 4O flap at 0.2 chord and at 4O
incidence (the intomnediate flow type), is greater than for the corwspending flap at O" incidence, whereas the reverse is true for all the
othr flaps shoXi.ngthe semefla? type at each incidence.
If, however, the pitching moment be referred to some other axis
in the Wing, the pitching moment increment curves nil1 Changetheir
form. For the groq II flows, because of the small lift inc?.ement, this
change of form till bc small. The group I flows, however, mill shoi? a
marked cbangc of form of the AI$ curves,
because of the large values
of AGL - the position of the flap relative to the pitching momentaxis
being the controlling factor.
5

k physical model of the flom

It is suggested that pressure recoveries of the order observed in
the group II flows can only be associated with a reattachment of the fla;r
to the Wing surface at samepoint behind the flap.
It is clear that, if
reattachment occurs, there must be a local expansion of the main Stream
just before rcattachiwnt, and a pressurn rcccverymust occur. That the
cbserved prcssure rccovcry is relatively large implies that the expansion
is rapid.
The boundary layer separates from the trailing edge of the flap
and beoanes a free layer of vorticity.
The air contained beMeen this
free vorticity
layer and the wing surface must, for continuity of mass
flow, be stationary relative to the wing. It need, however, only be
stationary in the mean- itmayhave a highly disturb&motion
about
this mean, but no net dovam&.esmmass flow. Vorticity will spread
tonan the vine; surface, by the prccess of turbulent diffusion,
entraining air in tbe'stationary'
region and imparting donrn3tream
momentumto it.
Air nearer the surface will have to acquire upstream

momentum, therefore,
in order to maintain the state of no net flow
dovmstrcam within the 'stationaye
region.
As more and more air in
the 'stationary'
region becomes re-energised by the turbulent
diffusion,
the return flop nearer the surface
must also increase, and \re might
expect a forced vortex to be formed beheen the separated florr and the
Xing surface, and the separated boundary streamline to return to the
surface.
'?ith this model of the flow there is, of course, no reason Why
If it does not, the
reattachnmt
should ocour on the dng surface.
process of turbulent
diffusion
will continue, davnstresm of the r-ring
trailing
edge, from the vorticity
layers discharged from both wing
surfaces.
Again, ho-~revcr, because of the inward tranqort
of doznstreem momentum, the lstationar-~'
region mst close in order that the
continuity
condition be satisfied.
It should be emphasised that these considerations
apply to the
mean motion.
The true flo7r might be highly unsteady about this mean,
and a consiilerablc
interchange of air betzen the main flo# and. the
'stationary'
re@on mi&t take place.
It is suggest&l, however, that
the mean effect on the potential
flo# outside of the boundary layer and
TA& mst correspond to the existence of a 'stationarys
bubble of air
vtich closes either on the wing surface or somowhcra dovmstream of the
trailing
edge. In other words, there must be a marked reduction in
VAlce t2;ickness somewhere behind the flap.
It vJould seem that the wake behind any bluff body must alvXays
close - in the sense that the separation streamlines must come together
again at sow point - otheririse the invArd
transport of momentum rrovld
give rise to an increase of mss florr behind the body, and the contznuity
condition would be violated.
Thus the X%&C behind a bluff body can b.?
ccmsb3ercd as ccnposed of tile parts:(a) a VO~LIBICof air vkich rf3ixC.n~
'stationary'
relative
to the body, and (b) that part of the :Ake
rvhich
florrs IrAy dovmstreml.
The boundary bet&en the iXo regions of ihe vrake
wni~d not be iTell
defined because of turbulent mixing, Vnich also ensures
that the 'stationary'
_oart must close.
The high degree of rrixing close
behind the body night also be expected to muse much more mainstre~am air
to be cntraincd into that part of the vnke lvhich flow awy dormstrcsm
than rrwld occur on a stremlim
body.
The classical
conception of Hebholtz
flows - free streamlines
bounding a dead-air region extenbng to infinity
- vJ0.U seem to be
A free strewline
treatment %&ich alloi-rs the
physically
unrealistic.
streamlines
to olose - e.g. Voods3 - might, however, be expected to glove
more realistic
results,
especially
if the pressure recovery before
reattaclment
can be inserted.
The different
i&lc?s of pressure distribution
observed can best be
explained, perhaps, in terms of the constraint
applied by the wing
surface behind the flap on the main stream.
Immediately behind the
flap trailing
edge it seems clear that the l-ring surface can have little
or no effect on the mam flow so that, in this region, ;IE might expect
the pressure to remain relatively
constant.
The prosencc of a pressure
gradient on the wing surface must imply, presumably, that the wing is
again controlling
the flar.
Thus we might expect the presence of the
vrmg to cause a marked pressure change before reattachment,
and subsequcntly to constrainthe
flovr in much the same way as it does without a
fb.p.
If reattacknent
occurs well aft of the trailing
edge the wing can
hardly control the Plovz very much - hence the relatively
constant pressure
in detached flons - but if it occurs only a short distance behind the
trailing
edge, the effect of the wing rrill again bo appwont.
This
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crould account for the pressure recovery observed in the so-called
intermediate flo3 - ana also for the fact that there is no marked
change of pressure gradient before the trailing edge is reached.
The above model assunes a steady two-dimensional mean flow. In
the real case, ho%wer, we might expect the motion to be highly unsteady
and essentially three-dimensional.
The unsteadiness
can, perhaps, be
regard@3 as an oscillation of the *bubble' size and shape. It seems,
therefore, that the dOnay m0ad might give a simple pbsical picture
of the nature of the motion.
Nor does it seemthat three-aimensional effects need necessarily
alter the suggested mechanisn of reattadment.
Ve might expect, anymay,
that the motion in the region of intense mixing behind the flap vi11
alW+ySbe essentially three-dimensional - giving rise to a complicated
vortex pattern far different from the simple forced vortex suggested.
The effect, hovcver, will still bc the same. With a three-dimensional
flap the un62rd spreaa of turbulence from the ends might be expected to
reinforce the above process, and so to cause reattaclnnent closer to the
flap.
Reattaohment vill also occur closer to the flap the nearer to its
ends.
6

Conclusions

Pressure distributions
over a ning with a forward mounted flap are
of hQ main types, identified by:Group I, a relatively constant pressure on the under surface of
the Wir.g, behind, the flap, and a marked increase in owrall lift,
and. Group II, a rapid prcssurc recovery belund the flap,
little
increase in ltit.
A transitional

and.very

type is also possible.

It is arguea that turbulent tiing
behind a flap, and the oonsequent inward transport of dovvnstreammcmentum,must, from considerations
of continuity, result in closure of the boundary streamlines. The
group T flows arc associated vith closure well aft of the Ving trailing
edge; the group II flovs v&th dosure on the wing surface; and the
transitional flows with closure in the neighbourhood of the trailing
edge.
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